2017 Florida 4-H State Tailgate Contest Results

**Seafood**

1st Place $1,500  
*Dalton Brock* - Central-Pasco

2nd Place $1,000  
*Jordan Cassel* - Central-Pasco

**Pork**

1st Place $1,500  
*Sloan Finger* - Northwest-Leon

2nd Place $1,000  
*Isabella Cosson* - Northwest-Walton

**Beef**

1st Place $1,500  
*Montana Rose Smith* - Central-Pasco

2nd Place $1,000  
*Cheyenne Duncan* - Northwest-Walton

**Poultry**

1st Place $1,500  
*Hayden Hawes* - South-Broward

2nd Place $1,000  
*Justice Szetela* - Central-Pasco